
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Famous Figures 

Mayan Gods Some were in human form, others in animal but the most supreme 
god was Itzamna, the creator god, lord of day and night and ruler of the heavens. 

Many looked after the weather or crops such as Chac, the rain god and 
KinichAhau the sun god. Priests would perform ceremonies (including sacrifices) 

to please them and Kings were thought to turn into gods after they died. They 
believed the world was divided into three parts (Heaven, Earth and the 

Underworld), linked together by a giant world tree.  
  

Palenque Rulers Archaeologists can name 17 rulers of the citystate of Palenque 
from 431-800. The most famous was Pakal I, also known as Pakal the Great, who 

ruled from 615-683. He began his rule at the age of just 12 and constructed 
some of Palenque’s finest buildings and founded a great dynasty. His funeral 

mask was carved from stunning Jade. 
 

Best known for his evocative illustrations of the Mayan ruins, British artist, 
architect and explorer Frederick Catherwood (1799-1854) changed the way the 
Western world viewed and understood lost cities of this ancient Mesoamerican 

civilisation. 

Key Vocabulary 

astronomy The Mayans were able to predict solar eclipses and used 
observatories and shadow-casting devices. 

calendar These were circular and charted the movements of the sun, moon, 
stars and planets, with 365 days in a year. 

hieroglyphs They used about 800 symbols to create writing, often on folded 
pages forming a book (codex). 

Kings/Queens The King/Queen was thought to be given the right to rule by the 
gods. Each city had a palace for them. 

maize The staple food of the Mayans which was so important that they 
even had a maize god. 

numbers Using a base 20 system (we use base 10), they used dots and bars to 
create numbers and had a symbol for zero. 

pok-a-tok A game where large rubber balls were aimed at stone hoops. Losers 
were sometimes sacrificed to the gods! 

pyramids Built with a temple at the top to give sacrifices to the gods, others 
were built for the gods themselves. 

sacrifice Humans and animals were used as a blood offering to gods, mostly 
war prisoners by decapitation or heart removal. 

stelae Stone monuments glorifying Kings and record his deeds, although 
early examples were of mythical scenes. 

History Knowledge Organiser – Mayans 
 

The Mayans used a base-20 number 
system with symbols that represent 
the values of 0, 1, 5. In this system, 0 

is represented by a shell, 1 is 
represented by a dot and 2 is 

represented by a bar. Numbers after 
19 are written vertically in multiples 

of 20. 

Did you know? 
The Mayans tied boards to their babies’ heads to produce a flat 
forehead. They also tried to make their babies cross-eyed! Big 

noses were also considered beautiful. 

Set yourself a target! By the end of this topic, what do you want to achieve? 
 
 
                Did you achieve your target? Yes / No 
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